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APPENDIX E 
DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT  

SOIL AND NAPL RI 
DEL AMO SUPERFUND SITE 

 
 

E.1  INTRODUCTION 
 
This appendix presents the methods and results of data validation procedures completed for data 
included in the preceding Remedial Investigation Report, Soil and NAPL Operable Unit.   Data 
presented in the RI include soil, soil gas, indoor air and groundwater results for samples collected 
from 1992 to 2003. The purpose of the data validation was to verify that the data meet analytical 
data quality objectives (DQOs) and quality assurance criteria, as set forth in the Quality Assurance 
Project Plan (QAPP; Dames & Moore, 1993a), and QAPP Addendum (URS, 2002).  
 
E.1.1 NON-RI DATA 
Soil and soil gas data presented in the RI report were partially derived from investigations 
conducted outside of the RI process. These data typically originate from investigations 
conducted on behalf of individual property owners by Dames & Moore (now URS Corporation) 
and other consulting firms. The data have been independently submitted to the USEPA in some 
cases. A review of the data was undertaken to determine which of these data could be included in 
the Soil and NAPL RI database and used in the subsequent risk assessment. The following 
minimum acceptance criteria were used in the evaluation based on a subset of principles given in 
the USEPA National Functional Guidelines (USEPA, 1999): 
 

• The data were generated by a certified mobile or fixed analytical laboratory using 
approved USEPA reference methods; 

 
• Documentation and quality control standards were consistent with those outlined in SW-

846 and in the project QAPP; 
 

• Screening data were accepted only if 10% of laboratory analytical records for QC and 
sample data were available for verification 

 
• The data were analyte specific, and analyte identification and quantification were able to 

be confirmed following precision, accuracy, representiveness, comparability and 
completeness standards, as defined in the QAPP;  
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• The data included documentation of matrix spike/matrix spike duplicates (MS/MSD), 
laboratory control samples (LCS), method blanks, holding times, internal standards 
(surrogates) and serial dilutions, as appropriate based on the analytical method, with the 
following exceptions: (1) Data that were lacking quantitative results for LCS were 
accepted provided results for other QA samples such as matrix spikes or surrogate 
recoveries were available and indicated acceptable accuracy with respect to the QAPP 
standards; and (2) The absence of documentation regarding method blanks, MS/MSD, or 
serial dilutions did not disqualify the data, provided that only one of these three elements 
was missing, and all other acceptance criteria were satisfied; and 

 
• Groundwater data for all analytes were excluded, as were soil data for total petroleum 

hydrocarbons (TPH).  Groundwater data for the RI and risk assessment were limited to 
recent data from a specific RI sampling event, thereby excluding all historical data 
conducted outside of the RI process.  Soil TPH data was excluded because it is non-
specific with respect to analyte concentrations and therefore unsuitable for risk 
assessment.  

 
Table E-1 summarizes the results of the data review following the acceptance criteria above. 
Approximately 44% of the project site data generated outside of the RI project were accepted for 
inclusion in the soil and NAPL RI database and use in the risk assessment that is currently in 
progress. These accepted data are referred to as the “non-RI” data within the preceding Soil and 
NAPL RI report. The non-RI data are considered to have been validated in a similar fashion as 
the RI data for the purposes of this data quality assessment, and are therefore included in the 
various statistics cited below.  However, data generated outside of the project RI that did not 
meet acceptance criteria is not present in any form within the project database.  This is distinct 
from RI data that does not meet validation criteria, which is in the project database, but qualified 
as ‘rejected.’  Analytical data and associated qualifiers generated as a result of the data validation 
process for all RI and non-RI samples are provided in electronic text files on the compact disk 
provided in Appendix B.  
 

E.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE CRITERIA 
 
Valid conclusions regarding site conditions must be based on definitive data that are analyte 
specific, confirming both analyte identification and quantification. The data must further be 
generated using rigorous analytical methods, such as approved EPA or American Society for 
Testing and Materials (ASTM) reference methods, that have standardized quality control (QC) and 
documentation requirements.   
 
The soil and NAPL RI data were subjected to data validation to determine usability.  Definitive data 
were not restricted in their use unless quality problems resulted in data qualification flags.  
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Generally, such flags do not render the data unusable.  Data determined to be rejected as a result of 
data validation were not used to evaluate site conditions during the RI. 
 
RI data were generated and validated according to criteria established in the QAPP and QAPP 
Addendum.  DQOs, including sample collection requirements and quality assurance (QA) goals for 
the analytical data, are included in these documents. These DQOs are quantitative and qualitative 
statements that specify the quality of data necessary to support project decisions, and are expressed 
in terms of precision, accuracy, representativeness, comparability, and completeness (PARCC).   
 
E.2.1 PRECISION 
 
Precision measures the reproducibility of repetitive measurements.  It is defined as the degree of 
mutual agreement among independent measurements resulting from repeated application of the 
sample analytical process under similar conditions. The two general categories of precision are 
analytical precision and total precision.  
 
Analytical precision is a measurement of the variability associated with duplicate or replicate 
analyses of the same sample in the laboratory, and is determined by analysis of laboratory quality 
control samples, such as duplicate control samples (LCSD or DCS) and matrix spike duplicates 
(MSD).  If the recoveries of analytes in the specified control samples are comparable within 
established control limits, then precision is within limits. 
 
Total precision is a measurement of the variability associated with the entire sampling and 
analytical process.  It is determined by analysis of duplicate or replicate field samples, and 
measures variability introduced by both the laboratory and field operations.  Field duplicate 
samples are analyzed to assess field and analytical precision. 
 
Duplicate results are assessed using the relative percent difference (RPD) between duplicate 
measurements. Precision is expressed as the RPD: 

where: 
  X1 = the measured concentration of the analyte in a sample 
  X2 = the measured concentration of the analyte in a duplicate sample. 
 
If the RPD for laboratory quality control samples exceeds the laboratory established control 
criteria, data are qualified as described in the applicable validation procedure.  If the RPD 
between primary and duplicate field samples exceeds 50% for groundwater, and 100% for soil 
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and soil gas, then the system is considered to be out of statistical control and further investigation is 
initiated.   
 
Blind field duplicates were collected for all sampling events with the exception of the 2003 
Supplemental Shallow Soil Addendum Investigation (URS, 2002) and the indoor air sampling 
(URS, 2001c). Forty-four blind duplicate soil samples, seventy-eight duplicate soil gas samples, and 
twelve blind duplicate groundwater samples were collected and analyzed during the RI.  
 
Sample duplicate and matrix spike duplicate analyses are performed in the laboratory following 
recommended methodologies to estimate the precision in the analytical process. Both sample and 
matrix spike duplicates assess matrix effects and analytical variability. Laboratory duplicates 
were prepared and analyzed for the same parameters as primary samples. The required frequency 
for laboratory duplicate analyses is outlined in the analytical methods.    Laboratory control spike 
sample (LCS) duplicates are not matrix dependent in determining the precision of the analytical 
method.  If the RPD between duplicate results falls outside the acceptance criteria, then the 
analytical system is considered to be out of statistical control, and other data quality results are 
reviewed to establish validity of the data. 
 
E.2.2   ACCURACY 
 
Accuracy is a statistical measure of the correctness of a measurement, and includes components 
of random error (variability due to imprecision) and systematic error.    A measurement is 
accurate when the value reported does not differ from the true value or known concentration of 
the spike or standard. 
 
Laboratory accuracy is expressed as the percent recovery (%R). Percent recovery is calculated 
according to the following formula:  
 

%R = 100 × Xs – X 

 T 

where: 
 Xs = the measured concentration of the spiked analyte in a spiked sample; 
 X = the measured concentration of the spiked analyte in an un-spiked sample; and 
 T =  the concentration of the analyte used for spiking. 
 
Analysis of matrix or surrogate spikes and laboratory control spike samples are used to evaluate 
analytical accuracy.  A matrix spike is a solution of method analytes at known concentrations that is 
added ("spiked") into a field sample before the sample is prepared for analysis.  Laboratory control 
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spike analyses have the same function as matrix spike analyses and differ only in that the spike 
solution is added to a laboratory blank sample as opposed to a field sample.  The results of these 
spike sample analyses are used to measure the percent recovery of each spiked compound. This 
percent recovery is a measure of the accuracy of the method.  Specific acceptance criteria for each 
standard method and parameter measured have been established, and periodically updated by the 
laboratories. All laboratory established acceptance limits are archived by the laboratories and are 
available to URS upon request.  
 
Surrogate spikes are a group of compounds, other than method analytes, selected for each organic 
compound analysis.  The percent recovery is monitored to ensure adequate performance on a 
measurement-by-measurement basis.  Surrogate spike recoveries are summarized for each sample 
analysis in the laboratory data packages.  These recoveries are compared to specific acceptance 
criteria, which are outlined in the analytical methods and laboratory SOPs.  High surrogate 
recoveries indicate that reported results are higher than the actual concentrations of analytes in field 
samples.  Low surrogate recoveries may be an indication of false negative data.  
 
The results of the sample matrix and surrogate recoveries and laboratory control spike samples are 
reviewed as part of the validation process.  The results are compared to the acceptable ranges 
established in the QAPP, and QAPP Addendum, providing an indication of laboratory analytical 
performance.   
 
E.2.3   REPRESENTATIVENESS 
 
Representativeness is a qualitative parameter that evaluates how accurately the data represent the 
actual environmental conditions.  Representativeness is determined by evaluating the results of trip 
blanks, field blanks, laboratory method blanks, and blind duplicate samples. 
 
Trip blanks were used to identify volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which may have been 
introduced during sample transit or during sample storage at the laboratory.  The trip blank 
consisted of a VOC sample vial filled in the laboratory with ASTM Type II reagent grade water.  
The trip blank traveled to the site with the empty sample bottles and returned from the site with 
the collected field samples in an effort to simulate sample-handling conditions.  One trip blank 
was included in each shipping container transporting samples for VOCs analysis.   
 
Field blanks, or equipment rinsate blanks, are used to evaluate the effectiveness of decontamination 
procedures and whether cross contamination has occurred.  Field blanks were prepared in the field 
by pouring de-ionized, distilled water into cleaned, non-dedicated sampling equipment.  The water 
was then collected and submitted to the laboratory as a field sample.  Field blanks were given a 
fictitious sample identification number so that the laboratory could not recognize it as a blank.  
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Laboratory method blanks are used to demonstrate that all glassware and reagents used in the 
analytical procedure are free of interferences and compounds of primary interest.  Each method 
blank is subjected to each given laboratory procedure, from sample preparation through 
quantitation.  If an analyte is detected in a method blank, either an interference or contamination in 
the laboratory process is indicated.  The required frequency for analyzing method blanks is specified 
in the standard operation procedure for each analytical method, and consists of at least one per day 
for each method/instrument and/or per sample preparation set.  Laboratory method blanks are 
evaluated as part of the validation process.  Identification of target compounds at similar 
concentrations in primary samples results in questionable data because of biases introduced by the 
analytical process. Blind duplicate samples are collected and analyzed to evaluate the similarity 
of concentrations with those for the primary samples.  Analyses of blind duplicate samples also 
function to estimate precision in the sampling and analytical process.  
 
E.2.4 COMPARABILITY 
 
Comparability is an expression of the confidence with which one data set can be compared to 
another.  The objective of comparability is to ensure that data developed during the investigation 
are consistent with site knowledge and adequately address applicable criteria or standards 
established by the USEPA and California Department of Health Services (CADOHS).  The 
QAPP and the QAPP Addendum address comparability by specifying laboratory methods that 
are consistent with the current standards of practice as approved by the USEPA and CADOHS.  
Field methods are discussed in the Work Plan. 
 
Comparability is achieved through the use of standard sampling procedures, analytical methods, and 
units of measurement.  Reported methodologies and quantitation limits are compared to those 
outlined in the QAPP and the QAPP Addendum.  No deviations in the analytical program were 
noted during the RI.   
 
E.2.5 COMPLETENESS 
 
Completeness is the amount of valid data obtained compared to the amount that was expected 
under ideal conditions.  The number of valid results divided by the number of possible results, 
expressed as a percentage (%C), determines the completeness of the data set.  Completeness is 
determined after quality control data are calculated and the results are compared to the DQOs.  The 
objective for completeness is to recover at least 90% of the planned data to support field efforts. 
The formula for calculation of completeness is presented, as follows: 
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Valid data are determined by comparing analytical results to a set of guidelines designed to establish 
defensibility and reliability of a given data result.  Data that fall outside these criteria are labeled, or 
qualified, as rejected.  Data that are determined to have limited usefulness, or that are indicative of 
bias, are qualified as estimated.  Analyte concentrations determined to be the result of contamination 
introduced by field or laboratory supplies have been qualified as anomalous (not detected).  Data 
that have been qualified as estimated or anomalous are considered valid.  Data that are qualified as 
rejected are excluded as valid data, reducing the percent completeness. 
 

E.3 DATA VALIDATION METHODS 
 
Data validation was accomplished through a review of field QC samples, laboratory QC samples, 
and analytical method performance to evaluate the degree to which the DQOs for each PARCC 
parameter were achieved. The field QC samples and analytical data reports were reviewed in 
accordance with project-specific validation procedures based on the principles discussed in EPA 
National Functional Guidelines for Laboratory Data Review, Organics and Inorganics (EPA, 
1994a, 1999, 2002). 
 
Limited data validation was performed on all laboratory data. Full data validation was performed 
on more than 20% of the laboratory data. The limited data validation uses the same criteria 
contained in the USEPA Contract Laboratory Program National Functional Guidelines for 
Organic and Inorganic Data Review; however, the reviews do not include checking the raw data, 
calibrations, and calculations. Instead, limited data validation utilizes the data summary and 
QA/QC summary provided in the laboratory standard report.  
 
The laboratory data were reviewed for compliance with the applicable method in accordance to 
laboratory analytical Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and the quality of the data reported.  
The areas of data validation are summarized as follows: 
 

• Data Completeness 
• Holding Times 
• Blanks 
• Calibrations (full validation only) 
• Laboratory Control Samples 
• Matrix Spike/Matrix Spike Duplicates 

100%* 
results expected ofnumber 

results  validofnumber 
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• Surrogates 
• Internal Standards (full validation only) 
• Instrument Tuning Summery (full validation only) 
• Field Quality Control Samples 
• Compound Identification and Quantification 

 
QC samples included field duplicates, trip blanks, and laboratory method blanks and control spikes.  
Field duplicate data were evaluated to identify sources of error affecting the quality of the data.  The 
locations of field duplicate samples were randomly selected during the planning stage for the RI 
activities.  Field and trip blanks were used to identify target analytes that may have been introduced 
during sampling, sample transit (to and from the field) or during laboratory sample storage.  In 
addition, the laboratory analyzed a method blank and at least one blank spike (LCS) for each 
analytical batch to detect potential reagent contamination and evaluate instrument performance.   
 
The three primary objectives of validation included: (1) a review of sampling, analytical, and data 
reduction protocols for correctness; (2) a quantitative assessment of the measurement data validity; 
and (3) an assessment of data completeness.  The project data validation procedures were designed 
to assess laboratory performance, the overall precision, accuracy, representativeness, comparability, 
and completeness of the data, and to identify biases inherent to the data. 
 
Review of laboratory data packages included an assessment of holding time violations, blank 
contamination, precision, accuracy, and where checking the raw data, calibrations and 
calculations.  Data qualification was based on guidance presented in the USEPA Contract 
Laboratory Program National Functional Guidelines for Organic, and Inorganic Data Review 
(USEPA, 1994a, 1999, 2002). Data validation flags were applied to those sample results that fell 
outside of specified tolerance limits and, therefore, did not meet the DQOs.  An explanation of the 
data flags is provided in Tables E-2, and E-3. 
 

E.4 DATA VALIDATION RESULTS 
 
The following sections present a summary of data validation results with respect to the PARCC 
goals.  Comprehensive analytical results for the RI, including data qualifier flags, are presented in 
electronic text files on the compact disk presented in Appendix B. 
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E.4.1 SOIL DATA  
 
Soil sample data in the RI database originate from the following laboratories and analyses: 
 

Data Type Laboratory Analyses Sampling Period 
ATI Laboratories EPA 8020, 8240, 8270 1990-91 
Centrum Analytical EPA 8260 1996 
ATL EPA 8010 1996 Non-RI data 

Calscience Environmental Laboratories 
EPA 8260, 8080, 8081, 8270 
6020  

1997-1998 

Brown and Caldwell Analytical Laboratories 
 EPA 6010B, 7060, 7470, 7740, 
8080, 8240, 8260, 8270, 9010 

1993-1997 

RI data 

Severn Trent Laboratories 
 EPA 8260B, 8270Sim, 6010B, 
7471A, 7199, 8081A, 8082 
 

2002-2003 

 
E.4.1.1 Completeness  
A total of 786 field soil samples were submitted for laboratory analysis (includes RI and accepted 
non-RI data). Results were received from the laboratories for all samples scheduled for analyses.  
More than 99% of the data reported was usable as qualified (valid results include values qualified as 
estimated).  Out of approximately 32682 individual analytical results (both detected and non-
detected), 7335 results were qualified.  Of those data qualified, only 2 results were qualified as 
rejected.  Based on these findings, the completeness objectives were achieved with respect to the 
soil samples.  The distribution of data with respect to qualification categories is presented in the 
figure below.  
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The qualification categories presented above are defined as follows: 
 
Unqualified data include those results for which no QC issues were identified; 
Rejected data are those results that are unsuitable for use in characterizing site conditions or risk 
assessment due to signficant QC issues; 
Anomalous data are those results that were originally reported as detectable analyte concentrations 
by the laboratory, but which were subsequently qualified as undetected during the data validation 
process due to blank contamination; and 
Estimated data are results where the analyte has been positively identified, but the reported 
concentration could only be estimated due to QC issues.    
 
E.4.1.2 Precision 
Forty-four field duplicate soil samples were collected and analyzed for the same analytical 
parameters as the associated primary samples.  The overall precision (sampling and analytical 
precision) is acceptable, although several results for the field duplicate pairs were qualified as 
estimated.  
 
The precision of laboratory measurements was additionally evaluated by comparison of spike 
sample/spike sample duplicate results. All duplicate results satisfied the applicable evaluation 
criteria.  As such, the overall level of analytical precision demonstrated is considered acceptable. 
 
E.4.1.3 Accuracy 
Accuracy was measured as the percent recovery (%R) of an analyte in a reference standard or 
spiked sample. 
 
LCS Summary – Approximately 99% of recoveries for laboratory control samples were within 
their respective acceptance criteria, indicating that acceptable levels of accuracy were attained on 
clean sample matrices.  Sample results associated with recoveries outside acceptance criteria 
were qualified as necessary. 
 
Surrogate Summary – Surrogate spikes were performed for samples analyzed for organic analyses 
in accordance with each method.  Less than 5% of the total individual analytical results were 
qualified as estimated due to surrogate recovery failure in the associated samples.  
 
MS/MSD Summary – Sample matrix spikes were performed using concentrations and conditions 
specified by the analytical method.  The percent recovery of each spiking compound was calculated 
and compared to the limits outlined in the QAPP and QAPP Addendum. The RPD between 
recoveries was also calculated.  Less than 1% of the total individual analytical results were qualified 
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based on MS/MSD recovery failure.  Based on this finding, the overall level of accuracy 
demonstrated by the analyses is considered acceptable. 
  
E.4.1.4 Representativeness 
Representativeness was evaluated through review of results for laboratory preparation blanks and 
field QC blanks.  Field QC blanks included trip blanks and equipment rinsate blanks. Primary 
sample analyte results were qualified as non-detect (“U”) when the analyte was also detected in 
an associated blank and the concentration in the primary sample was less than five times the 
blank sample concentration (less than ten times for the common laboratory contaminants of 
acetone, and methylene chloride).  For results qualified as non-detect when the reported value 
was less than the laboratory reporting limit, the standard reporting limit for that analyte became 
the effective reporting limit.  For results qualified as non-detect at a value above the reporting 
limit, the reported value became the effective reporting limit.  
 
A total of 79 trip blanks and 102 equipment rinsate blanks were collected and analyzed (includes RI 
and accepted non-RI data).  Laboratory method blanks were analyzed at the required frequency for 
the various analytical methods. With the exception of the few cases noted below, these QC blanks 
were found to be free of analyte contamination.   
 
Analytes identified in one or more blank samples included methylene chloride, acetone, beryllium, 
naphthalene, 2-methylnaphthalene, and benzo(ghi)perylene.  These detections appear to have been 
random, and the analytes were detected at concentrations near their respective analytical reporting 
limits.  The detections could result from a number of factors, including laboratory glassware, sample 
preparation procedures, cross-contamination occurring during sample storage and shipment, or 
instrument carry-over during analyses.  
  
E.4.1.5 Comparability 
The analyses were conducted in accordance with the procedures outlined in the QAPP and QAPP 
Addendum, and laboratory reporting limits met the established guidelines. The comparability 
objective for the soil data was therefore achieved. 
 
E.4.2 SOIL GAS DATA 
 
Soil gas data were generated from 1992 to 1997 by Optimal Technologies, Enseco Air Toxics 
Laboratories, and Air Toxics, LTD.  Soil gas samples were evaluated for VOCs using methods 
8240, 8260B, and TO-14.  
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E.4.2.1 Completeness  
A total of 855 soil gas samples were collected and submitted to the laboratories for analyses.  Data 
were received from the laboratory for all samples scheduled for analyses and 100% of the results 
reported are valid. Out of approximately 15,222 individual analytical results (both detected and non-
detected), 6,147 results were qualified.  None of the data were qualified as rejected. Based on these 
findings, the completeness objectives for the soil gas data were achieved.   
 
The distribution of qualified data is illustrated in the figure below: 
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E.4.2.2 Precision 
Precision was evaluated through review of results for 75 field duplicate soil gas samples. The split 
samples were analyzed for the same analytical parameters as the associated primary samples.  The 
difference between the results of field duplicate pairs was evaluated during the validation process.  
The overall precision (sampling and analytical precision) is acceptable, although several results 
for the field duplicate pairs were qualified as estimated.  
 
Soil gas sample data precision was additionally evaluated by comparison of spike sample/spike 
sample duplicate results. All duplicate results satisfied the applicable evaluation criteria.  As 
such, the overall level of analytical precision demonstrated is considered acceptable. 
 
Overall, evaluation of the split sample pairs, and spike sample/ spike sample duplicate results 
indicates acceptable precision, and that field and laboratory techniques employed were appropriate.   
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E.4.2.3 Accuracy 
Accuracy was measured as the percent recovery (%R) of an analyte in a reference standard or 
spiked sample. 
 
LCS Summary – Approximately 99% of recoveries for soil gas laboratory control samples were 
within their respective acceptance criteria, indicating that acceptable levels of accuracy were 
attained on clean sample matrices.  Sample results associated with recoveries outside acceptance 
criteria were appropriately qualified.  Overall, the LCS results indicated that acceptable accuracy 
was obtained by the method on a control sample matrix. 
 
Surrogate Summary – Surrogate spikes were performed for samples analyzed for organic analyses 
in accordance with each method. Less than 5% of the analytical results were qualified as estimated 
due to surrogate recovery failure in the associated samples.  
 
MS/MSD Summary – Sample matrix spikes were performed using concentrations and conditions 
specified by the analytical method.  The percent recovery of each spiking compound was calculated 
and compared to the acceptance limits outlined in the QAPP and QAPP Addendum. The RPD 
between recoveries for the MS and MSD samples were additionally calculated. Less than 1% of the 
analytical results were qualified based on MS/MSD recovery failure.  In general, the overall level 
of accuracy demonstrated by the analyses is considered to be acceptable. 
 
E.4.2.4 Representativeness 
Representativeness was evaluated by comparing the results obtained for soil gas split sample 
pars.  In general, the  results satisfied the soil gas split evaluation criteria, as specified in the 
QAPP. 
 
Contaminants identified in one or more soil gas laboratory blanks included 1,1,1-trichloroethane, 
tetrachloroethene, and trichloroethylene.  These contaminants were detected at concentrations near 
the analytical reporting limit, and may originate from laboratory glassware, sample preparation 
procedures, or instrument carry-over during analyses.  Primary sample results associated with these 
blank contaminants were flagged not detected (“U”) when the primary sample concentration was 
less than five times the concentration detected in the associated QC blank. 
  
Based on the above findings, the soil gas samples are considered to be acceptably representative. 
 
E.4.2.5 Comparability 
The soil gas analyses were conducted in accordance with the procedures outlined in the QAPP and 
laboratory reporting limits met the established guidelines. Based on these findings, the 
comparability objective for the soil gas data has been achieved. 
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E.4.3 INDOOR AIR DATA 
 
The indoor air analyses were conducted from 1993 to 1995. Indoor air analyses include EPA 
Methods SM1501 and TO-14.  Air sample analyses were completed by Health Science Associates 
and Air Toxics, LTD.  
 
E.4.3.1 Completeness 
A total of 227 indoor air samples were collected and submitted to the laboratories for analyses.  
Results were received from the laboratory for all samples scheduled for analyses and100% of the 
results reported are valid. Out of approximately 3,471  analytical results (both detected and non-
detected), 163 results were qualified.  Of those data qualified, no results were qualified as rejected.  
The completeness objectives for the indoor air data were therefore achieved.   
 
 The distribution of qualified indoor air data is presented in the figure below: 
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E.4.3.2 Precision 
Field indoor air duplicate samples were not required by the QAPP and thus were not collected. 
Precision of laboratory measurements was evaluated by the comparison of spike sample/spike 
sample duplicate results. All duplicate results satisfied the applicable evaluation criteria. As 
such, the level of analytical precision demonstrated is considered acceptable. 
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E.4.3.3 Accuracy 
The accuracy of indoor air results was measured as the percent recovery (%R) of an analyte in a 
reference standard or spiked sample. 
 
LCS Summary – Approximately 99% of recoveries for laboratory control samples were within 
their respective acceptance criteria indicating that acceptable levels of accuracy were attained on 
clean sample matrices.  Sample results associated with recoveries outside acceptance criteria 
were qualified.  Overall, the LCS results indicated that acceptable accuracy was obtained by the 
method on a control sample matrix. 
 
Surrogate Summary – Surrogate spikes were performed in accordance with each method. Less than 
5% of the total individual analytical results were qualified as estimated due to surrogate recovery 
failure in the associated samples.  
 
MS/MSD Summary – Sample matrix spikes were performed using concentrations and conditions 
specified by the analytical method.  The percent recovery of each spiking compound was calculated 
and compared to the acceptance limits outlined in the QAPP and QAPP Addendum. The RPD 
between recoveries was additionally calculated. Less than 1% of the analytical results were 
qualified based on MS/MSD recovery failure. 
 
Based on the above findings, the overall level of accuracy demonstrated by the indoor air analyses 
is considered to be acceptable.  
 
E.4.3.4 Representativeness 
Representativeness of the indoor air data was evaluated through review of results for preparation 
blanks and field QC blanks.  Primary sample results for an analyte were qualified as non-detect 
(“U”) when the analyte was also detected in an associated blank and the concentration in the 
primary sample was less than five times the blank sample concentration (less than ten times for 
the common laboratory contaminants of acetone, and methylene chloride). For results qualified 
as non-detect when the reported value was less than the reporting limit, the standard reporting 
limit for that analyte became the effective reporting limit.  
 
A total of 21 trip blanks and five equipment blanks were collected and analyzed.  Laboratory 
method blanks were analyzed at the required frequency for the various analytical methods. With the 
exception of the few cases noted below, the QC blanks were found to be free of analyte 
contamination.   
 
Contaminants identified in one or more QC blanks included 1,1,1-trichloroethane, benzene, ethyl 
benzene, methylethylketone, toluene, and xylenes. These compounds were detected at 
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concentrations near the analytical reporting limit, and may originate laboratory glassware, sample 
preparation procedures, cross contamination during sample storage or shipment, or carry-over 
during sampling and analyses.   Primary sample results for an analyte were qualified as non-detect 
(“U”) when the analyte was also detected in an associated blank and the concentration in the 
primary sample was less than five times the blank sample concentration. 
 
E.4.3.5 Comparability 
The indoor air analyses were conducted in accordance with the procedures outlined in the QAPP 
and laboratory reporting limits met the established guidelines. The comparability objective for the 
indoor air data was therefore achieved. 
 
E.4.4 GROUNDWATER DATA 
 
Groundwater data presented in the soil and NAPL RI are limited to VOC data from EPA Method 
8260B analyses completed by Severn Trent Laboratories (formerly Quantera). The groundwater 
analyses were conducted between August and September 2000.  
 
E.4.4.1 Completeness  
A total of 91 field groundwater samples were collected and submitted to the laboratory for analyses.  
Data were received from the laboratory for all samples scheduled for analyses and 100% of the 
results reported are valid. Out of approximately 5,744 individual analytical results (both detected 
and non-detected), 5 results were qualified.  Of those data qualified, no results were qualified as 
rejected.  Based on these findings, the completeness objectives for the groundwater data were 
achieved.  
 
The distribution of qualified groundwater data are presented in the figure below: 
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E.4.4.2 Precision 
Blind duplicate groundwater samples were collected from 12 locations.  All of the blind duplicates 
were analyzed for the same analytical parameters as the associated primary samples. Although 
several results for the field duplicate pairs were qualified as estimated, in general, the overall 
precision (sampling and analytical precision) is acceptable.   
 
The precision of laboratory groundwater data was further evaluated by comparison of spike 
sample/spike sample duplicate results. All duplicate results satisfied the applicable evaluation 
criteria.  As such, the level of analytical precision demonstrated is considered acceptable. 
 
Overall, evaluation of the groundwater split sample pairs, and spike sample/spike sample duplicate 
results indicates acceptable precision, and that field and laboratory techniques employed were 
appropriate.   
 
E.4.4.3 Accuracy 
The accuracy of the groundwater analytical data was measured as the percent recovery (%R) of an 
analyte in a reference standard or spiked sample. 
 
LCS Summary – Approximately 99% of recoveries for laboratory control samples were within 
their respective acceptance criteria, indicating that acceptable levels of accuracy were attained on 
clean sample matrices.  Sample results associated with recoveries outside acceptance criteria 
were qualified as estimated.  Overall, the LCS results indicated that acceptable accuracy was 
obtained by the method on a control sample matrix. 
 
Surrogate Summary – Surrogate spikes were performed for samples in accordance with the 
analytical method.  Less than 1% of the total individual analytical results were qualified as 
estimated due to surrogate recovery failure in the associated samples.   
 
MS/MSD Summary – Sample matrix spikes were performed using concentrations and conditions 
specified by the analytical method.  The percent recovery of each spiking compound was calculated 
and compared to the acceptance limits outlined in the QAPP and QAPP Addendum.  The RPD 
between recoveries was additionally calculated.  The vast majority of matrix spike and matrix 
spike duplicate recoveries for both site-specific samples and non-site samples were within the 
criterion. Less than 1% of the total individual analytical results were qualified based on MS/MSD 
recovery failure.  
 
Based on the above findings, the groundwater data demonstrate an acceptable level of accuracy. 
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E.4.4.4 Representativeness 
A total of 23 trip blanks and two field equipment blanks were collected and analyzed during the 
2000 groundwater analyses. These QC blanks were typically found to be free of detectable 
contaminants.   
  
E.4.4.5 Comparability 
The groundwater analyses were conducted in accordance with the procedures outlined in the QAPP 
and laboratory reporting limits met the established guidelines. Based on these findings, the 
comparability objective for the groundwater data was achieved.  
 

E.5 SUMMARY 
 
The data validation process consisted of reviewing the RI and non-RI data to evaluate whether 
samples were collected and analyzed according to quality control sample collection requirements 
and specific DQOs established in the QAPP and QAPP Addendum.  
 
Validation discrepancies identified during data validation included equipment calibration failure, 
surrogate recovery problems, matrix biases, blank contamination and holding time violations.  The 
majority of the data associated with these anomalies have been flagged as estimated or not detected. 
These qualifiers do not render the data unusable for their intended purpose.  Results for samples 
analyzed outside of the required holding times were found to be consistent with historical data.  
 
There were few qualifications identified in the quality control data.  More than 99% of the data were 
valid and met the project DQOs. Rejected data were not used for RI evaluation of site conditions.  
Overall, the soil, soil gas, indoor air and groundwater analytical data quality objectives were 
achieved. Data validation indicates that more than 99% of the data generated are accurate and 
representative, are able to withstand scientific and legal scrutiny, and are useful for evaluating site 
conditions and remedial alternatives. 
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TABLE E-1
NON-RI DATA REVIEW

Sample Matrix Sample ID Sample Depth
(ft) Analysis Useable? Notes

S MW3-25-A 25 8015 No No LCS (Project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; TPH data
S MW3-25-A 25 8020 No Data Not Provided
S MW3-25-A 25 8240 No Data Not Provided
S MW3-30-A 30 8015 No No LCS (Project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; TPH data
S MW3-30-A 30 8020 No Data Not Provided
S MW3-30-A 30 8240 No Data Not Provided
S MW3-30-B 30 8020 Yes
S MW3-40-A 40 8015 No No LCS (Project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; TPH data
S MW3-40-A 40 8020 No Data Not Provided
S MW3-40-A 40 8240 Yes No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD)
S MW2-30-A 30 8020 Yes
S MW2-40-A 40 8020 Yes
S MW2-45-A 45 8020 Yes
S MW1-15-A 15 8015 No No LCS; No Method Blank; No Surrogate; TPH data
S MW1-15-A 15 8020 No Data Not Provided
S MW1-30-A 30 8015 No Data Not Provided; TPH data
S MW1-30-A 30 8020 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD)
S MW1-40-A 40 8015 No Data Not Provided; TPH data
S MW1-40-A 40 8020 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD)
S MW1-45-A 45 8015 No Data Not Provided; TPH data
S MW1-45-A 45 8020 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD)
S DW2-45A 45 8015 No No LCS (Project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; No COC; TPH data
S DW2-45A 45 8020 Yes No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD); No Chain-of-Custody
S DWP1-40 40 8015 No No LCS (Project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP1-40 40 8020 Yes No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD); No Chain-of-Custody
S DWP3-40A 40 8015 No No LCS (Project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP3-40A 40 8020 Yes
S DWP6-35A 35 8015 No No LCS (Project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP6-35A 35 8020 Yes
S DWP8-45A 45 8015 No No LCS (Project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP8-45A 45 8020 Yes
S DWP9-30A 30 8015 No No LCS (Project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP9-30A 30 8020 Yes
S DWP9-40A 40 8015 No No LCS (Project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP9-40A 40 8020 Yes
W DWP3-W-A 0 8240 Yes No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD); groundwater data
W DWP3-W-B 0 8240 Yes No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD); groundwater data
W DWP5-W-A 0 8240 Yes No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD); groundwater data
W DWP5-W-B 0 8240 Yes No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD); groundwater data
S DWP10-30A 30 8015 No No LCS (Project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP10-30A 30 8020 Yes
S DWP7-45A 45 8015 No No LCS (Project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP7-45A 45 8020 Yes
S DWP4-40A 40 8015 No No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP4-40A 40 8020 Yes No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD)
S DWP3-40B 40.1 8015 No No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP3-40B 40.1 8020 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD)
W MW-1 0 8240 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD); groundwater data
W MW-2 0 8240 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD); groundwater data
W MW-3 0 8240 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD); groundwater data
W MW-4 0 8240 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD); groundwater data

S DWP5-45A 45 8015 No
No LCS (Project MS/MSD); No Surrogate; Holding Time exceeded; TPH 
data

S DWP11-50A 50 8015 No No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP11-50A 50 8020 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD)
W DWP11-W-A 0 8240 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD); groundwater data
S DWP12-50A 50 8015 No No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP12-50A 50 8020 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD)
W DWP12-W-A 0 8240 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD); groundwater data
W DWP13-W-A 0 8240 Yes No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD); groundwater data
S DWP14-40A 40 8015 No No LCS; No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP14-40A 40 8020 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD)
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TABLE E-1
NON-RI DATA REVIEW

Sample Matrix Sample ID Sample Depth
(ft) Analysis Useable? Notes

W DWP14-W-A 0 8240 Yes No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD); groundwater data
S DWP-15-30A 30 8015 No No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP-15-30A 30 8020 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD)
S DWP16-25A 25 8015 No No Surrogate; TPH data
S DWP16-25A 25 8020 Yes No LCS (Project MS/MSD)
S HAB1-5A 5 8020 Yes No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD)
S HAB1-5A 5 8240 Yes No LCS (Non-project MS/MSD)
S HAB1-5A 5 8270 Yes No MS/MSD
S GP1@15.5 15.5 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC; TPH data
S GP1@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes No Chain-of-Custody
S GP12@16.5 16.5 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC
S GP12@16.5 16.5 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC
S GP12@16.5 16.5 8020 Yes No Chain-of-Custody
S GP12@6 6 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC
S GP12@6 6 8020 No Data Not Provided
S GP13@6 6 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC
S GP13@6 6 8020 No Data Not Provided
S GP14@10.5 10.5 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC
S GP14@10.5 10.5 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC
S GP14@10.5 10.5 8020 Yes No Chain-of-Custody
S GP15@6 6 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC
S GP15@6 6 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC
S GP15@6 6 8020 Yes No Chain-of-Custody
S GP16@15.5 15.5 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC
S GP16@15.5 15.5 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC
S GP16@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes No Chain-of-Custody
S GP2@10.5 10.5 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC
S GP2@10.5 10.5 8020 Yes No Chain-of-Custody
S GP3@15.5 15.5 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC
S GP3@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes No Chain-of-Custody
S GP5@15.5 15.5 8015 No No Surrogate; No COC
S GP5@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes No Chain-of-Custody
S GP11@5.5 5.5 8015 No No Surrogate; TPH data
S GP11@5.5 5.5 8020 Yes
S GP11@15.5 15.5 8260 Yes
S GP23@10.5 10.5 8015 No No Surrogate; TPH data
S GP24@5.5 5.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP24@5.5 5.5 8020 Yes
S GP25@10.5 10.5 8260 Yes
S GP25@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP25@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP4@10.5 10.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP4@10.5 10.5 8020 Yes
S GP6@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP6@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP6@20.5 20.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP6@20.5 20.5 8020 Yes
S GP6@5.5 5.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP6@5.5 5.5 8020 Yes
S GP7@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP7@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP8@10.5 10.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP8@10.5 10.5 8020 Yes
S GP8@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP8@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP8@20.5 20.5 8260 Yes
S GP9@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP9@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP9@5.5 5.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP9@5.5 5.5 8020 Yes
S GP10@10.5 10.5 8260 Yes
S GP10@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
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TABLE E-1
NON-RI DATA REVIEW

Sample Matrix Sample ID Sample Depth
(ft) Analysis Useable? Notes

S GP10@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP10@5.5 5.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP10@5.5 5.5 8020 Yes
S GP18@10.5 10.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP18@10.5 10.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP18@10.5 10.5 8020 Yes
S GP19@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP19@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP19@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP20@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP20@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP20@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP22@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP22@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP22@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP30@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP30@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP30@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP32@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP32@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP32@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP33@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP33@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP33@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP34@10.5 10.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP34@10.5 10.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP34@10.5 10.5 8020 Yes
S GP35@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP35@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP35@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP17@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP17@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP17@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP21@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP21@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP21@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP21@5.5 5.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP21@5.5 5.5 8020 Yes
S GP26@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP26@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP26@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP27@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP27@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP27@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP28@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP28@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP28@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP29@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP29@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP29@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP31@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP31@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP31@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S GP36@15.5 15.5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S GP36@15.5 15.5 8020 Yes
S HB1@5 5 418.1 Yes
S HB1@5 5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S HB1@5 5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S HB1@5 5 8020 Yes
S IMMW4-5 5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S IMMW4-5 5 8240 Yes
S MMW4-10 10 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
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TABLE E-1
NON-RI DATA REVIEW

Sample Matrix Sample ID Sample Depth
(ft) Analysis Useable? Notes

S MMW4-10 10 8240 Yes
S MMW4-15 15 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S MMW4-15 15 8240 Yes
S MMW4-35 35 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S MMW4-35 35 8240 Yes
S MMW4-40 40 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S MMW4-40 40 8240 Yes
S MMW4-5 5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S MMW4-5 5 8240 Yes
S SB1-10A/10B 10 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S SB1-10A/10B 10 8240 Yes
S SB1-15A/15B 15 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S SB1-15A/15B 15 8240 Yes
S SB1-40A/40B 40 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S SB1-40A/40B 40 8240 Yes
S SB1-5A 5 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S SB1-5A 5 8240 Yes
S MMW1 35 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S MMW1 35 8240 Yes
S MMW2 35 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S MMW2 35 8240 Yes
S MMW3 35 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S MMW3 35 8240 Yes
S MMW4 35 8015 No no surrogate; TPH data
S MMW4 35 8240 Yes
S MMW1 35 8015 No No MS/MSD; no surrogate; TPH data
S MMW1 35 8240 Yes No LCS
S MMW2 35 8015 No No MS/MSD; no surrogate; TPH data
S MMW2 35 8240 Yes No LCS
S MMW3 35 8015 No No MS/MSD; no surrogate; TPH data
S MMW3 35 8240 Yes No LCS
S MMW4 35 8015 No No MS/MSD; no surrogate; TPH data
S MMW4 35 8240 Yes No LCS
A SG-01-13 13 TO-14 Yes
A SG-01-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-02-13 13 TO-14 Yes
A SG-03-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-04-13 13 TO-14 Yes
A SG-04-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-05-13 13 TO-14 Yes
A SG-05-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-06-13 13 TO-14 Yes
A SG-06-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-07-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-08-13 13 TO-14 Yes
A SG-08-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-09-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-10-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-11-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-12-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-13-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-14-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-15-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-16-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-17-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-18-13 13 TO-14 Yes
A SG-18-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-19-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-20-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-22-13 13 TO-14 Yes
A SG-22-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-23-13 13 TO-14 Yes
A SG-23-5 5 TO-14 Yes
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TABLE E-1
NON-RI DATA REVIEW

Sample Matrix Sample ID Sample Depth
(ft) Analysis Useable? Notes

A SG-24-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-25-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-27-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-28-5 5 TO-14 Yes
A SG-1-B 0 8240 No No LCS, No MS/MSD, No Method Blank
A SG-1-B 0 Gases No No Chain-of-Custody, No Method Reference
A SG-22-B 0 8240 No No LCS, No MS/MSD, No Method Blank
A SG-22-B 0 Gases No No COC, No Method Reference
S GPS00001 4.5 8260 Yes
S GPS00002 4.8 8260 Yes
S GPS00003 1.5 8260 Yes
S GPS00004 2.2 8260 Yes
S GPS00005 3.8 8260 Yes
S GPS00006 4.3 8260 Yes
S GPS00007 2.3 8260 Yes
S GPS00008 2.2 8260 Yes
S GPS00009 2.2 8260 Yes
S GPS00010 4.7 8260 Yes
S GPS00011 1.3 8260 Yes
S GPS00012 2 8260 Yes
S GPS00013 3 8260 Yes
S GPS00014 2.3 8260 Yes
S GPS00015 3.8 8260 Yes
S GPS00016 4.8 8260 Yes
S GPS00017 3.8 8260 Yes
S GPS00018 2.8 8260 Yes
S GPS00019 3.5 8260 Yes
S GPS00020 1.5 8260 Yes
S GPS00021 4.8 8260 Yes
S GPS00022 4.8 8260 Yes
S GPS00023 4.7 8260 Yes
S GPS00024 3.3 8260 Yes
S GPS00025 3.8 8260 Yes
S GPS00026 4.8 8260 Yes
S GPS00027 3.8 8260 Yes
S GPS00028 2.5 8260 Yes
S GPS00029 2.5 8260 Yes
S GPS00030 3.7 8260 Yes
S GPS00031 3.7 8260 Yes
S GPS00032 0.5 8260 Yes
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INTERPRETATION KEY 
 
The following example shows how 
an analytical result which includes 
qualifiers assigned by the URS data 
review team is displayed in the data 
tables: 
 
 <5.20 Ub 
 
The qualifier assigned by the data 
review team follows the analytical 
result.  In this example, the result is 
qualified as a non-detection due to 
the bias introduced by contamination 
of the associated method blank.  The 
qualifier assigned by the URS data 
review team (Ub) indicates that the 
analyte concentration is considered 
to be below the adjusted detection 
limit (quantitation limit) based on the 
level of contamination in the method 
blank. 

 TABLE E-2 

 DATA VALIDATION QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION KEY 
(1994-1999 data) 

 
The following data qualifiers are based on definitions presented in EPA National Functional Guidelines (EPA, 
1994a). 
DATA QUALIFER DEFINITIONS 
U The analyte was analyzed for, but was not detected above the reported sample quantitation limit. 
J The analyte was positively identified; the associated numerical value is the approximate concentration of 

the analyte in the sample. 
UJ  The analyte was not detected above the reported sample quantitation limit.  However, the reported 

quantitation limit is approximate and may or may not represent the actual limit of quantitation necessary to 
accurately and precisely measure the analyte in the sample. 

R The sample results are rejected due to serious deficiencies in the ability to analyze the sample and meet 
quality control criteria.  The presence or absence of the analyte cannot be verified.  

 
  
DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS — REASON CODE DEFINITIONS 
The following reason code definitions were developed by URS to provide an explanation of data qualification. 
  
b Associated blank contamination 
c Calibration failure; poor or unstable response. 
d Laboratory/field duplicate imprecision. 
f No confirmation column present (GC Organics only). 
h Holding time violation. 
i Internal standard failure. 
k Matrix spike/matrix spike duplicate recovery failure. 
l Laboratory control sample recovery failure. 
m Poor chromatography. 
n Gross compound breakdown (4,4'DDT/Endrin). 
o Analytical sequence deficiency or omission. 
q Quantitation cannot be verified. 
s Surrogate spike recovery failure.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
 

 

 

TABLE E-3 
DATA VALIDATION QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION KEY 

(1999-present data) 
 
 

The following data qualifiers are based on definitions presented in EPA National Functional Guidelines (EPA, 1999). 
DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS FOR ORGANIC ANALYES 

U The analyte was analyzed for, but was not detected above the reported sample quantitation limit. 
J The analyte was positively identified; the associated numerical value is the approximate concentration of the 

analyte in the sample. 
N The analysis indicates the presence of an analyte for which there is presumptive evidence to make a 

“tentative identification.” 
NJ The analysis indicates the presence of an analyte that has been “tentatively identified” and the associated 

numerical value represents its approximate concentration. 
UJ The analyte was not detected above the reported sample quantitation limit.  However, the reported 

quantitation limit is approximate and may or may not represent the actual limit of quantitation necessary to 
accurately and precisely measure the analyte in the sample. 

R The sample results are rejected due to serious deficiencies in the ability to analyze the sample and meet 
quality control criteria.  The presence or absence of the analyte cannot be verified. 

 
DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS FOR INORGANIC ANALYSES 

U The analyte was analyzed for, but was not detected above the level of the reported sample quantitation limit. 
J The result is an estimated quantity. The associated numerical value is the approximate concentration of the 

analyte in the sample. 
J+ The result is an estimated quantity, but the result may be biased high. 
J- The result is an estimated quantity, but the result may be biased low. 
UJ The analyte was analyzed for, but was not detected. The reported sample quantitation limit is approximate 

and may be inaccurate or imprecise. 
R The data are unusable. The sample results are rejected due to serious deficiencies in meeting quality control 

(QC) criteria.  The analyte may or may not be present in the sample. 
 
 URS DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS — REASON CODE DEFINITIONS 
a Analytical sequence deficiency or omission. 
b Gross compound breakdown (4,4'-DDT/Endrin). 
c Calibration failure; poor or unstable response. 
d Laboratory duplicate imprecision. 
e Laboratory duplicate control sample imprecision. 
f Field duplicate imprecision. 
g Poor chromatography. 
h Holding time violation. 
i Internal standard failure. 
j Poor mass spectrographic performance. 
k Serial dilution imprecision. 
l Laboratory control sample recovery failure. 
m Matrix spike/matrix spike duplicate recovery failure. 
n Interference check sample recovery failure. 
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o Calibration blank contamination (metals/inorganics only). 
p Preparation blank contamination (metals/inorganics only). 
q Quantitation outside linear range.      
r Linearity failure in initial calibration. 
s Surrogate spike recovery failure  
t Instrument tuning failure. 
u No valid confirmation column (GC Organics only). 
v Value is estimated below the MDA (Rads only). 
w Retention time (RT) outside of RT window. 
x Field blank contamination. 
y Trip blank contamination. 
z Method blank contamination. 
a1 Poor agreement between columns (GC Organics only). 
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